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We theoretically investigate the electron transport mechanism in crystalline In-Ga-Zn oxides using
the semi-classical transport theory. The site disorder of Ga and Zn atoms is treated based on the
virtual crystal approximation. The valence difference between Ga3þ and Zn2þ , modeled by
screened Coulomb potential, plays a critical role in determining the total electron mobility. The
temperature and carrier-density dependences of the calculated electron mobility are in excellent
agreement with experimental data. The unusual behavior of electron mobility is explained based on
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC
the energy-dependent relaxation time and underlying band structure. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4802093]
Since Nomura et al.1 reported fabrication of the transparent thin-film transistor (TFT) using the single-crystalline
InGaO3(ZnO)5 channel layer, the interest in In-Ga-Zn-O
(IGZO) material system has been growing rapidly.2–5 In
addition, the amorphous phase of IGZO shows an electron
mobility comparable to that of the crystalline phase,6,7 enabling the material to replace a-Si as the active layer in TFTs
used in the state-of-the-art flat panel display.6,8,9
The electron mobility is a key performance metric of
IGZO used in TFTs. As such, understanding electron scattering mechanism is important to optimize the material composition toward higher electron mobility. The electron mobility
of crystalline (c-IGZO) or amorphous (a-IGZO) IGZO is
about 10 cm2 =V  s, which is significantly larger than for
typical amorphous materials but still one order below those
of crystalline Si or binary conducting oxides. The main limiting factor against higher electron mobility is thought to be
site (in c-IGZO) or structural (in a-IGZO) disorders.10
Experimentally, it was found that increasing carrier concentration or temperature enhances the electron mobility in
c- and a-IGZO.10 This is in contrast with typical semiconductors like Si for which the mobility is reduced at large carrier densities or high temperatures due to further scattering
by ionized impurities or phonons, respectively. Furthermore,
the temperature dependence of electron mobility is weakened at high concentrations (1019 cm3 ).11 Explaining on
these unique transport behaviors would be critical to identify
the major scattering mechanism.
So far, two models have been proposed about the disorder effect on electron mobility. Kamiya et al. suggested a percolation model in which conducting electrons flow along the
low-energy path in the random potential surface induced by
disorder in c- or a-IGZO.10,11 On the other hand, Tomai et al.
proposed a hopping model to explain the electron mobility in
a-IGZO. In this model, electrons are localized between
potential barriers and thermally hop between low-energy
sites.12 While these models reasonably account for the
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temperature and carrier dependence of electron mobility,
their phenomenological nature prohibits more quantitative
and predictive analysis. In this Letter, we try to evaluate the
electron Hall mobility in c-IGZO, considering full electronic
structure and various scattering mechanisms. The site disorder in c-IGZO, i.e., random occupation of Ga and Zn in
GaZnO layers is considered within the virtual crystal approximation (VCA)13 that was applied to studying electron mobility in Six Ge1x .14
Among various compositions of c-IGZO, InGaZnO4
(IGZO1) has been extensively studied and we focus on this
compound in the present study. [The results on InGaO3
(ZnO)5 (IGZO5) are provided as a supplementary material.15] The density-functional theory (DFT) calculations to
obtain electronic structure and material parameters are performed with VASP16 using the same computational setup as in
Ref. 17. The crystal structure of IGZO1 is shown in Fig. 1(a)
where InO and GaZnO layers alternate along the c-axis. The
key structural feature is that Ga and Zn atoms randomly
occupy the same crystallographic sites in GaZnO layers,
introducing randomness in the crystal structure. This structural disorder also applies to other stoichiometric compositions of InGaO3 ðZnOÞn .11
To examine the influence of site disorder on the electronic structure, we expand the unit cell of IGZO1 to include
48 formula units of InGaZnO4 and randomly distribute Ga
and Zn atoms over cation sites in GaZnO layers. Figure 1(b)
shows the density of states (DOS) and inverse-participation
ratios (IPRs)18 near the Fermi level. Roughly speaking, IPR
is equal to 1/N if the state is distributed uniformly over N
atoms. It is noted in Fig. 1(b) that IPRs for the states near the
valence band maximum show relatively large values in comparison with other states. This implies that the valence-top
states are strongly affected by the cation disorder and localized over a few oxygen atoms. In contrast, IPRs for the states
near the conduction bottom remain to be small values as in
the ordered crystalline structures. This is attributed to the
metal-s character of the states near the conduction band
edge, which is insensitive to angular disorder.17,19 While one
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is similar between Ga and Zn atoms. Therefore, except for
inside the core region, DUðrÞ is dominated by the Coulomb
potential that stems from the valence difference of Ga3þ and
Zn2þ (DZeff ), screened by free electrons
DUðrÞ ¼ 

FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of InGaZnO4. The InO and GaZnO layers are
alternately stacked along the c-axis. Ga and Zn atoms in GaZnO layer are
randomly distributed over cation sites. (b) Electronic DOS and inverse IPR
of the InGaZnO4 supercell including 336 atoms.

cannot exclude a possibility that conduction electrons are
localized on larger length scales, say, 10  100 nm, we
assume in this work that electrons are fairly well delocalized
in spite of the cation disorder and introduce an electronic
band structure characteristic of the periodic potential in
investigating electron transport mechanism.
First, we schematically decompose the self-consistent
potential of c-IGZO1 [U(r)] into a sum of effective potentials contributed by each atom;
X
X
UIn ðr  RIn Þ þ
UGa ðr  RGa Þ
UðrÞ ¼
In

þ

X

Ga

UZn ðr  RGa Þ þ

Zn

X

UO ðr  RO Þ;

(1)

O

where Ra represents the position of atom a. We separate
U(r), which is aperiodic due to the random distribution of
Ga and Zn, into the averaged virtual-crystal potential
[Uvc ðrÞ] and random potential [Urand ðrÞ];
X
X
Uvc ðrÞ ¼
UIn ðr  RIn Þ þ
UO ðr  RO Þ
In

þ

X

O


fGa UGa ðr  RGa=Zn Þ þ fZn UZn ðr  RGa=Zn Þ ;

Ga=Zn

(2)
Urand ðrÞ ¼

X

CGa=Zn DUðr  RGa=Zn Þ;

(3)

Ga=Zn

DUðrÞ ¼ UGa ðrÞ  UZn ðrÞ;

(4)

where RGa=Zn indicates cation sites in GaZnO layers and
fGaðZnÞ means the ratio of the number of Ga(Zn) atoms to the
total number of Ga and Zn atoms in the system. In Eq. (3),
CGa=Zn is a random function that depends on the cation type
at RGa=Zn

f ;
for RGa=Zn ¼ RGa
(5)
CGa=Zn ¼ Zn
fGa ; for RGa=Zn ¼ RZn :
On the other hand, by examining the relaxed structure of
the expanded supercell, we confirm that the local geometry

DZeff e2 r=Ls
e
;
4ps r

(6)

where s and Ls indicate the static dielectric constant and
screening length, respectively. Thus, we introduce a band
picture based on Uvc ðrÞ and consider the electronic scattering by Urand ðrÞ perturbatively.
The scattering by Urand ðrÞ can be estimated by the firstorder Born approximation within an isotropic free-electron
model.20 The scattering rate (or transition rate) from k to k0
in the momentum space is obtained from the Fermi golden
rule;
Sk;k0 ¼

2 4
2pDZeff
e qGa=Zn fGa fZn 2me
2
dðk0  k2 Þ;
Vh2s ðjk0  kj2 þ 1=L2s Þ2 h2

(7)

where qGa=Zn and V are the density of Ga/Zn sites and the
volume of the system, respectively. We call this cationdisorder (CD) scattering rate. In addition, we also consider
ionized impurity (II) and polar optical phonon (POP) scattering in similar ways.20
The Hall mobility (l) is evaluated from the low-field solution of Boltzmann transport equation considering the
Fermi-Dirac distribution and the Hall factor hs2 i=hsi2 , where
hsi represents the average relaxation time that are obtained
independently for II, POP, and CD scattering mechanisms.
The material parameters used in the calculation are me =me
¼ 0:25, 1 ¼ 3:99 (optical dielectric constant), s ¼ 9:06;
hxop ¼ 69:70 meV (optical phonon energy), and DZeff
¼ 0:3. All parameters are obtained by DFT calculations
except for DZeff , which was selected to produce the best
agreement with the experimental data but close to the Badercharge difference of 0.4.21 We consider a singly ionized impurity model for II scattering.
Figure 2(a) shows the temperature dependence of the
computed Hall mobility. It is seen in Fig. 2(a) that the Hall
mobility is mainly limited by the CD scattering over the
given temperature range, and the total mobility (1=l
¼ 1=lPOP þ 1=lII þ 1=lCD ) is almost identical to lCD . The
CD scattering dominates up to 1020 cm3 . (As the temperature increases, POP scattering becomes stronger and eventually comparable to CD scattering at 900 K. However, this
is much higher than operation temperatures, 223  323 K
(Ref. 22).)
In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), theoretical and experimental Hall
mobilities are compared as a function of carrier density and
temperature, respectively. The agreements between theory
and experiment are excellent. In particular, the main features
of the mobility, that is to say, the increase of l with temperature and carrier density is well reproduced. Figure 2(d)
shows the Arrhenius plot of l at various carrier densities; at
low carrier densities, the mobility is sensitive to temperature
but the dependence is attenuated at higher carrier densities
(ⲏ1019 cm3 ). This is exactly what has been observed in the
experiment.10,11 The quantitative as well as qualitative
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FIG. 2. (a) Theoretical Hall mobility with respect to each scattering mechanism (II: ionized impurity, POP: polar optical phonon, and CD: cation
disorder). (b)–(c) The computed (total) Hall mobility and experimentally
measured data as a function of (b) carrier density and (c) temperature.
(d) Temperature dependence of Hall mobility at various carrier densities.

agreements with experimental data confirm that the main
scattering mechanism in c-IGZO is the cation disorder. We
also computed the mobility of IGZO5, and the agreement
with the experiment is at a similar level. (See supplementary
information.15)
In order to explain the above temperature and carrier dependence of the Hall mobility, we examine the energydependent relaxation time and carrier distribution at certain
carrier densities (see Fig. 3). In Fig. 3(a), the relaxation time
for CD scattering is the shortest among the considered mechanisms, which is consistent with the lowest mobility in

FIG. 3. (a) The relaxation time for each II, POP, and CD scattering mechanisms as a function of the electron energy relative to the conduction bottom
(Ec ). Vertical lines indicate the Fermi levels at the zero temperature for several carrier densities in cm3 . (b) Carrier distribution over the electron
energy.
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Fig. 2(a). It is noticeable that the relaxation time of CD scattering increases rapidly at low electron energies and this is
the main reason why the mobility increases with the carrier
density. (See the zero-temperature Fermi levels at specific
carrier densities marked by vertical dashed lines.) In contrast
with impurity scattering, the number of scattering source is
fixed in CD and, therefore, the increased relaxation time
directly results in higher mobilities. The rapid rise of the
Fermi level is attributed to the large dispersion and nondegeneracy of the conduction band.
The temperature dependence of mobility found in Figs.
2(c) and 2(d) can also be explained in similar ways; the
carrier distribution in Fig. 3(b) shows that the thermally activated electrons occupy higher energy states near the Fermi
level, which results in the longer relaxation time, following
the foregoing discussion. This accounts for the temperature
dependence in Fig. 2(c). At high carrier densities, say
1020 cm3 , the thermal activation excites electrons that are
0.3 eV above the conduction bottom. [See Fig. 3(b)] In this
case, the relaxation time in Fig. 3(a) increases rather slowly
than in the low-energy region, softening the influence of
temperature. In addition, the relative amount of thermally
excited electrons are reduced at high carrier densities. These
two factors contribute to the weakening of temperature dependence at high carrier densities, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
It would be also intriguing to investigate the effect of
varying the degree of CD on the mobility. To this end, we
evaluate the Hall mobility of InGaO3(ZnO)n with n ranging
from 1 to 7 (see Fig. 4). InGaO3(ZnO)n is modeled as a
layered structure consisting of InO and GaZnO layers for all
n values and it is assumed that cations in GaZnO layers are
randomly distributed. Such structures are consistent with
experiment for n ¼ 1 and 5.11 This means that qGa=Zn and
fGaðZnÞ in Eq. (7) are changed according to n. The variation in
other material parameters is neglected. In Fig. 4, it is found
that the Hall mobility at 300 K and carrier density of
1018 cm3 increases monotonically with n. This is due to the
reduced degree of CD with the increasing population of Zn
atoms. On the other hand, within POP and II scattering
mechanisms, the degree of CD mainly affects material parameters such as the effective mass and dielectric constant.
With reference to IGZO1, II scattering in IGZO5 (n ¼ 5 in
Fig. 4) is little changed while POP scattering is reduced by a
factor 2 at room temperatures. Therefore, the mobility is still
significantly limited by CD scattering even at the largest n of
7. Overall, the mobilities of c-IGZOs are similar within the
given compositional variation, which seems to be consistent
with the experimental results in Ref. 23.

FIG. 4. The Hall mobility determined by CD scattering of IGZO with
various composition.
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In summary, we evaluated the Hall mobility of electron
carriers in c-IGZO considering various microscopic mechanisms. In particular, the positional disorder of Ga and Zn
was treated within the virtual crystal approximation. The calculated Hall mobility is dominated by cation-disorder scattering and is in good agreement with the experimentally
measured data, identifying cation disorder as the major electron scattering source.
This work was supported by Samsung Display and the
Pioneer Research Center Program through the National
Research Foundation of Korea funded by the Ministry of
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